
Based around 3 timlines the rewards will upgrade in originality. For the short term users, cheap (in
points) and easy rewards will be offered such as movie tickets, Spotify subscriptions. The mid-term
users will be offered experiences such as entries or discounts for local events  (eg. concerts, local
market vouchers) or Essent sponsored/organised events like an EssentIVAL to whos that Essent
cares about the community. The long-term user will be given the opportunity to spare their points in
order to obtain a discount on solar panels or their installation.  

OFFER ING

A point system for redeeming
rewards to make it more
engaging/gamified
 Offering personnalized rewards
Offering more sustainable rewards to
fit with essent's strategy 
All available in the current Essent App 

A new loyalty program based on 4 pillars:
1.

2.
3.

4.

OUR SOLUT IONThe results from surveys sent to current
Essent customers depicted 2 mains
problems.  Most of the surveyed people
lacked  awareness on the current loyalty
program. Some mentioned that the rewards
were not very attractive and thus did not
want to be part of Thuisvoordeel.  We
deducted that the weak customer
relationship and low retention rate stemed
from this not really engaging loyalty
program.

PROBLEMS

After updating the current app, the customer can
create its household's profile to benefit from cutomed
rewards. 
After that, he can go to the reward tab and see the
roadmap of  points needed to obtain each reward. He
will be greeted by a 'tip & trick'  and extra points at
each log in. Additional points will be awarded when the
household improves their energy consumption and
become good energy producers (for solar panels
owners).

HOW WILL  IT  WORK ?

ive
The new loyalty program

As a welcome gift and an easy way to
spend the users' first points. We want to
offer a sunflower seed to symbolise the
relationship between Essent & the
customers. The sunflowers are
appreciated by the Dutch population
and are  representative of the renewable
energies Essent is bringing into its
product mix. We also want to send out
small pine trees for the customers to
plant in their garden as another gesture
to remind the customers  that Essent
will always be present for them and to
show their growing relationship.  We 
 would encourage the customers to post
their tree & sunflowers on social media
to create a buzz and visibility to essent.

THE SEED CAMPAIGN


